Modern computer vision (CV) is often based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that excel at hierarchical feature extraction. The previous generation of CV approaches was often based on conditional random fields (CRFs) that excel at modeling flexible higher order interactions. As their benefits are complementary they are often combined. However, these approaches generally use mean-field approximations and thus, arguably, did not directly optimize the real problem. Here we revisit dualdecomposition-based approaches to CRF optimization, an alternative to the mean-field approximation. These algorithms can efficiently and exactly solve sub-problems and directly optimize a convex upper bound of the real problem, providing optimality certificates on the way. Our approach uses a novel fixed-point iteration algorithm which enjoys dual-monotonicity, dual-differentiability and high parallelism. The whole system, CRF and CNN can thus be efficiently trained using back-propagation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our system on semantic image segmentation, showing consistent improvement over baseline models.
Introduction
The end-to-end training of systems that combine CNNs and CRFs is a popular research direction. This combination often improves quality in pixel-labeling tasks in comparison with decoupled training [31, 14] . Most of the existing end-to-end trainable systems are based on a meanfield (MF) approximation to the CRF [31, 20, 19, 24] . The MF approximation approximates the posterior distribution of a CRF via a set of variational distributions, which are of simple forms and amenable to analytical solution. This approximation is popular in end-to-end trainable frameworks where the CRF is combined with a CNN because MF it-erations can be unrolled as a set of recurrent convolutional and arithmetic layers (c.f . [31, 19, 20] ) and thus is fullydifferentiable. Despite the computational efficiency and easy implementation, MF based approaches suffer from the somewhat bold assumptions that the underlying latent variables are independent and the variational distributions are simple. The exact maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) solution of a CRF can thus never be attained with MF iterations, since in practical CRFs latent variables usually are not independent and the posterior distributions are complex and can not be analytically expressed. For example, in order to employ efficient inference, [31, 18] model the pairwise potentials as the weighted sum of a set of Gaussian kernels over pairs of feature vectors, this will always penalize or give very small boost to dissimilar feature vectors, thus it tends to smooth-out pixel-labels spatially. On the other hand, a more general pairwise model should be able to encourage assignment of different labels to a pair of dissimilar feature vectors, if they actually belong to different semantic classes in ground-truth.
Here we explore an alternative, and historically popular solution to MAP inference of Markov random field (MRF), the dual-decomposition [17, 25] . Note that CRFs are simply MRFs conditioned on input data, thus inference methods on MRFs are applicable to CRFs if input data and potential function are fixed per inference. Dual-decomposition does not make any assumptions about the distribution of CRF but instead formulate the MAP inference problem as an energy maximization 1 problem. Directly solving such problems on graph with cycles is typically NP-hard [23] , however the dual-decomposition approach relaxes the original problem by decomposing the graph into a set of trees that cover each edge and vertex at least once; MAP inference on these tree-structured sub-problems can be done efficiently via dynamic programming, while the solution to the origi-nal problem can be attained via either dual-coordinate descent or sub-gradient descent using solutions from the subproblems. Dual-decomposition is still an approximate algorithm in that it minimizes a convex upper-bound of the original problem and the solutions of the sub-problems do not necessarily agree with each other (even if they do agree, it could still be a fixed point). However the approximate primal objective can be attained via heuristic decoding anytime during optimization and the duality-gap describes the quality of the current solution, and if the gap is zero then we are guaranteed to have found an optimal solution. In comparison, the MF approximation only guarantees a local minimum of the Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence.
When it comes to learning parameters for CNNs and CRFs, the MF approximation is fully differentiable and thus trainable with back-propagation.
Popular dualdecomposition approaches, however, rely on either subgradient descent or dual-coordinate-descent to maximize the energy objectives and thus are not immediately differentiable with respect to CNN parameters that generate the CRF potentials. Max-margin learning is typically used in such a situation for linear models [28, 16, 8] and non-linear, deep-neural-network models [4, 14] . However, they require the MAP-inference routine to be robust enough to find reasonable margin-violators to enable learning. This is especially problematic when the underlying CRF potentials are parameterized by non-linear, complex CNNs instead of linear classifiers as in traditional max-margin frameworks (e.g. structured-SVM), as argued by [2] . In contrast, our proposed fixed-point iteration, which is derived from a special-case of more general block coordinate descent algorithms [26, 9] , optimizes the CRF energy directly with respect to CRF potentials and thus can be jointly trained with CNNs via back-propagation; our work shares similar intuition as [2] that max-margin learning can be unstable when combined with deep learning, but instead of employing a gradient-predictor for MAP-inference which has little theoretical guarantees, we derive a differentiable dualdecomposition algorithm for MAP-inference that has desirable theoretical properties such as dual-monotonicity and provable optimality.
The major contribution of our work is thus threefold:
1. We revisit dual-decomposition and derive a novel node-based fixed-point iteration algorithm that enjoys dual-monotonicity and dual-sub-differentiability, and provide an efficient, highly-parallel GPU implementation for this algorithm.
2. We introduce the smoothed-max operator [1] to make our fixed-point iteration algorithm fully-differentiable while remaining monotone for the dual objective, and discuss the benefits of using it instead of typical max operator in practice.
3.
We demonstrate how to conduct end-to-end training of CNNs and CRFs by differentiating through the dualdecomposition layers, and show improvements over pure CNN models on a semantic segmentation task on the PASCAL-VOC 2012 dataset [7] .
Joint Modeling of CRFs and CNNs
Given an image I with size M × N , we want to conduct per-pixel labeling on the image, producing a label l ∈ L for each pixel in the image (e.g. semantic classes or disparity). A CRF aims to model the conditional distribution P (L|I) with L ∈ L |M ×N | . When modeled jointly with a CNN f parameterized by θ, the conditional distribution is often written as:
where Z = L∈L |M ×N | exp(f θ (L; I)) is a normalizing constant that does not depend on L. Following common practices, in this paper we only consider pairwise potential functions:
where ψ(·) and φ(·, ·) are neural networks modeling unary and pairwise potential functions. V denotes the set of all pixel locations and E denotes the pairwise edges in the graph. Finding the mode (or maximum of the modes in multi-modal case) of the posterior distribution Eq. (1) is equivalent to finding the maximizing configuration L * of L to Eq. (2), that is:
When conducting test time optimization, we aim to maximize the objective function f θ (L; I) w.r.t. L, thus the optimization problem can be written as:
Eq. (5) is the MAP inference problem. We show how to solve this problem via dual-decomposition in the next section.
Dual-Decomposition for MAP Inference
We formally define a graph G = (V, E) with M × N vertices representing a 2D-grid. Each vertex can choose one of the states in the label set L = {1, 2, . . . , L}. We define a labeling of the grid as L ∈ L |M ×N | and the state of vertex at location i as l i . For simplicity, we will drop the dependency on θ and I for all potential functions f , φ and ψ during the derivation of inference algorithm, since they are fixed per inference. This MAP inference problem on the MRF is defined as:
Integer Linear Programming Formulation to MAP Problem
To derive the dual-decomposition we first transform Eq. (6) into an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Let us denote x i (l) as the distribution corresponding to vertex/location i and x ij (l , l) as the joint distribution corresponding to a pair of vertices/locations i, j. The constraint set X G is defined to enforce the pairwise and unary distribution to be consistent and discrete:
Now we re-write Eq. (6) as an ILP as:
s.t. x ∈ X G where x i and ψ i are |L| dimensional vectors representing vertex distribution and scores at vertex i, while x ij and φ ij are |L| 2 dimensional vectors representing edge distribution and scores for a pair of vertex i, j.
Dual-Decomposition for Integer Linear Programming
Given an arbitrary graph with cycles, solving Eq. (7) is generally NP-hard. Dual-decomposition [17, 25] tackles Eq. (7) by first decomposing the graph G into a set of tree-structured, easy-to-solve sub-problems, such that each edge and vertex in G = (V, E) is covered at least once by these sub-problems. A set of additional constraints is then added to enforce that maximizing configurations of each sub-problem agree with one another. These constraints are then relaxed by Lagrangian relaxation and the relaxed objective can be optimized by either sub-gradient ascent [17, 16] or fixed-point updates [26, 30, 9, 15] .
Formally, we define a set of trees T that cover each i ∈ V and ij ∈ E at least once. We denote the set of variables corresponding to vertices and edges in tree t ∈ T and all sets of such variables as x t and {x t }, respectively. We use T (i) and T (ij) to denote the set of trees that cover vertex i ∈ V and edge ij ∈ E, respectively. With the above definitions, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as:
For our application, we decompose the graph with vertical and horizontal connections of arbitrary length into sets of horizontal and vertical chain sub-problems (see Fig. 1 for example). In such a case, each node is covered multiple times while each edge is covered exactly once, we replicate their scores by the number of times they are covered by subproblems. The replicated scores {ψ t , φ t } should satisfy:
We then have no replicated edge anymore, and can rewrite Eq. (8) as:
Applying Lagrangian multipliers to relax the second set of constraints (i.e. agreement constraints among subproblems), we have:
t∈T i∈V
Where λ t and {λ t } denote dual variables for subproblem t and the set of all sub-problems, respectively. λ t i = + + + Figure 1 : Illustration for decomposition of a grid-graph with long-range interactions into sets of horizontal and vertical chains. We use stride 1 and stride 2 edges, as illustrated in this figure, for all of our models, but our derivation in Sec. 3.3 holds for general graphs with arbitrary connections.
denotes dual variables for sub-problem t at location i and has dimension of L (i.e. number of labels/states). It is easy to check that if t∈T (i) λ t i = 0 for any i ∈ V , then λ t i = +∞. Thus we must enforce t∈T (i) λ t i = 0, ∀i ∈ V , it follows that i∈V t∈T x i · λ t i = 0, and we can therefore eliminate {x} from Eq. (11), resulting in:
Monotone Fixed-Point Algorithm for Dual-Decomposition
In this section we derive a block coordinate-descent algorithm that monotonically decreases the objective of Eq. (12), generalizing [26, 30] . It is often convenient to initialize λ's as 0 and fold them into {ψ t } terms such that we optimize an equivalent objective to Eq. (12) over {ψ t }:
Now consider fixing the dual variables for all subproblems at all locations except for those at one location k and optimizing only with respect to the vector ψ t k , ∀t ∈ T (k) and primal variables {x t }.
marginal of sub-problem t at location k with x t k (l) = 1, similarly we define the max-marginal vector of sub-problem t at location k as µ t k , and the max-energy of sub-problem t as µ t . Note that µ t k is a vector-value while µ t k (l) and µ t are scalar-values.
Proof. We want to optimize the following linear program with respect to the dual variables (note that the primal variables {x t } are included in the max-energy terms µ t )
in the first set of constraints that are max-marginals and unary potentials at location k after applying an update rule, e.g. Eq. (14) . This set of constraints is derived from the fact thatμ t
It can be inferred from the second set of constraints that the terms α t (l k ) = αt(l k ), ∀(t,t) ∈ T (k) × T (k), setting β(l k ) = αt(l k ) for anyt ∈ T (k) for all l k ∈ L, the optimization becomes: 
Note that by applying Eq.
It is also straightforward to show that by applying Eq. (14) to a single location, we have t∈T (k)μ t = t∈T (k) µ t , thus Eq. (15) = Eq. (18), i.e. the duality gap of the LP is 0 and update Eq. (14) is an optimal coordinate update step.
In practice we could update all ψ's at once, which, although it may result in slower convergence, may permit efficient parallel algorithms for modern GPU architectures. The intuition is that neural-networks can minimize the empirical risk with respect to our coordinate-descent algorithm, since output from any coordinate-descent step is (sub-)differentiable.
Theorem 3.2. The following update to ψ t i , ∀i ∈ V, t ∈ T (i) will not increase the objective (13):
where |V 0 | = max t∈T |V t | and |V t | denotes the number of vertices in sub-problem t.
Proof. We denoteμ t as the max-energy of sub-problem t after we apply update Eq. (19) to {ψ t } and, with slight abuse of notations,μ t i as max-energy of sub-problem t after we apply update Eq. (14) for location i. Consider changes in objective from updating {ψ t } according to Eq. (19):
We briefly expand µ t as:
It is clear that µ t is a convex function of ψ t because µ t is the maximum of a set of affine functions (each of which is defined by a point in X G ) of ψ t . When |V 0 | = max t∈T |V t | we can apply Jensen's Inequality to the second term of Eq. (20):
Observe that t∈T (i)μ for t ∈ T do 5: for l ∈ 1, . . . , L do 6:
Compute max-marginal via dyamic programming of state l of vertex i in tree t as µ t i (l) 7: end for 8:
Compute optimizing state that minimizes µ t i as x t * i 9: end for 10:
for t ∈ T do 11: for l ∈ 1, . . . , L do 12:
There are several advantages of Alg 1: 1) it is easily parallelizable with modern deep learning frameworks, as all sub-problems t ∈ T can be solved in parallel and all operations can be written in forms of sum and max of matrices. 2) Unlike subgradient-based methods [17, 16] , fixed-point update is fully sub-differentiable (it is not differentiable everywhere because of the usage of max operators when computing the max-marginals. We will elaborate on this in section 5), and thus the entire algorithm is sub-differentiable except for the decoding of the final primal solution, which will be addressed in the next section.
Decoding the Primal Results and Training
Alg 1 does not always converge and it is thus desirable to be able to decode primal results given some intermediate max-marginals {µ t } with {x t * } that do not necessarily agree on each other.
A simple way to decode x * i given µ t i (l), ∀l ∈ {1, . . . L}, ∀t ∈ T (i) would be
Of course, Eq. (22) is neither differentiable nor subdifferentiable and is the only non-differentiable part of the whole dual-decomposition algorithm. One simple solution would be using softmax on t∈T (i) µ t i (note µ t i is a vector of length L) to output a probability distribution over L labels:
we can then use one-hot encoding of pixel-wise labels as ground-truth, and directly compute cross-entropy loss and gradients using softmax of the max-marginals, which is itself sub-differentiable and thus the entire system is end-toend trainable with respect to CNN parameters θ.
Differentiable Dual-Decomposition with
Smoothed-Max Operator
Note that line 6 of Alg. 1 is dynamic programming over trees. Formally, we can expand max-marginals of any i ∈ V, t ∈ T recursively as:
where C(i) denotes the set of neighbors of node i. Notice that the max operator is only sub-differentiable; at first look this may not seem to be a problem as common activation functions in neural networks such as ReLU and leaky ReLU are also based on max operation and are thus sub-differentiable. However in practice the parameters for generating {ψ, φ} terms are often initialized from zeromean uniform or gaussian distributions, which means that at the start of training {ψ, φ} are near-identical over classes and locations while max(·) over such terms can be quite random. In the backward pass, the gradient ∂L/∂µ t i (l) will only flow through the maximum of the max operator, which, as we observed in our experiments, hinders the progress of learning drastically and often results in inferior training and testing performance.
To alleviate the aforementioned problem, we propose to employ the smoothed-max operator introduced in [1] . Specifically, we implement the smoothed-max operator with negative-entropy regularization, whose forward-pass is the log-sum-exp operator while the backward-pass is softmax operator. We denote y = {y 1 , . . . , y L } as input of L real values, then we can define the forward pass and its gradient for the smoothed-max operator max Ω as:
max Ω (y) = γ log l exp(y l /γ)
∇ max Ω (y) = exp(y/γ)
where γ is a positive value that controls how strong the convex regularization is. Note that the gradient vector Eq. (26) is just softmax over input values. This ensures that gradients from the loss layer can flow equally through input logits when inputs are near-identical, making the training process much easier at initialization.
An important result from [1] is that the negative-entropy regularized smoothed-max operator Eq. (25) satisfies associativity and distributivity, and for tree-structured graphs the smoothed-max-energy computed via recursive dynamic program is equivalent to the smoothed-max over the combinatorial space X G . When replacing standard max with smoothed-max Eq. (25), Alg. 1 optimizes a convex upperbound of Eq. (13), while both Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 will still hold; we provide rigorous proof in Sec. A as for why they hold. We observe much faster convergence of Alg. 1 in practice when smoothed-max is used with a reasonable γ, e.g. γ = 1.0 or 2.0.
Efficient Implementation of the Forward/Backward
Pass While the aforementioned dynamic programs can be implemented directly using basic operators of PyTorch [22] along with its AutoGrad feature, we found it quite inefficient in practice, and opted to implement our own parallel dynamic program layer for computing horizontal/vertical marginals on pixel-grid (line 6 for Alg. 1) which is up to 10x faster than a naive PyTorch implementation. In Sec. B we will derive in detail how forward and backward passes for computing the max-marginals and its gradients on a M × M pixel grid can be efficiently implemented as parallel algorithm with time complexity of O(M |L|), for both max-operator and smoothed-max operator.
Relation to Marginal Inference
We note that the objective of dual-decomposition with smoothed-max (Eq. (29) in Sec. A) corresponds to tree-reweighted belief propagation (TRBP) objective that bounds the partition function (i.e. , Z in Eq. (1)) with decomposition of graph into trees [21, 27, 13, 6] . For minimizing bounds on partition function, our approach optimizes a similar objective to [6] but we employ a monotone, highly parallel coordinate descent approach while [6] uses gradient-based approach. Also, as observed in [6] , dual-decomposition represents no overhead when each edge is covered exactly once; but if more complicated tree bound needs to be used one could minimize over edge appearance probabilities via TRBP as described in [21] .
Experiments
We evaluate our proposed approach on the PASCAL VOC 2012 semantic segmentation benchmark [7] . We use average pixel intersection-over-union (mIoU) of all fore-ground as the performance measure, as was used in most of the previous works.
PASCAL VOC is the dataset widely used to benchmark for various computer vision tasks such as object detection and semantic image segmentation. Its semantic image segmentation benchmark consists 21 classes including background. The train, validation and test splits contain 1,464, 1,449 and 1,456 images respectively, with pixel-wise semantic labeling. We also make use of additional annotations provided by SBD dataset [10] to augment the original VOC 2012 train split, resulting a final trainaug set with 10,582 images. We conduct our ablation study by training on trainaug set and evaluate on val set.
Implementation details
We re-implement DeepLab V3 [3] in PyTorch [22] with block4-backbone (i.e. no additional block after backbone except for one 1x1 convolution, two 3x3 convolutions and one final 1x1 convolution for classification) and Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) as baseline. The output stride is set to 16 for all models. We use ResNet-50 [11] and Xception-65 [5] as backbones. For training all models, we employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer with momentum of 0.9 and "poly" learning rate policy with intial learning rate 0.007 for 30k steps. For training ResNet-based models, we use weight decay of 0.0001, while for training Xception-based models we use weight decay of 0.00004. For data-augmentation we apply random color jittering, random scaling from 0.5 to 1.5, random horizontal flip, random rotation between -10 • and 10 • , and finally randomly crop 513 × 513 image patch of the transformed image. Synchronized batch normalization with batch size of 16 is used for all models as standard for training semantic segmentation models. For dual-decomposition augmented models we obtain the pairwise potentials by applying a fully-connected layer over concatenated features of pairs of locations on the feature map just before the final layer of baseline model, and run several steps of fixed-point iteration (FPI) of Alg. 1 using output logits from unary and pairwise heads for both training and inference, and keep all other configurations exactly the same as baselines.
Results
We present experimental results on PASCAL VOC val set in Table. 1. It shows our proposed fixed-point update (FPI) consistently improves performance compared with pure CNN models. FPI only adds about 0.2M additional parameters while providing 50% of the improvement ASPP can provide. It also provides additional 0.6% and 0.2% improvement in mIoU when applied after ASPP moduel for ResNet-50 and Xception-65, respecitvely. More importantly, unlike the popular attention mechanisms [29, 12] , our FPI operates directly on the output potentials/logits of Input Image
Ground Truth
DeepLabV3 [3] DeepLabV3+Ours Figure 2 : Qualitative comparison of [3] (third column) and [3] +our approach (last column) with Xception-65 backbone. With our proposed CRF model and optimization, we obtain much more refined boundary especially in crowded scence (first row), we are also able to encode inter-class (second row) and intra-class (third row) contextual information to boost the potentially weak unary classifier.
Method
Backbone #+Params mIoU baseline-block4 [ Table 1 : Ablation study on PASCAL VOC val set. +ASPP indicates the backbone is augmented with atrous spatial pyramid pooling as described in [3] , +xFPI indicates the backbone is augmented with x iterations of fixedpoint updates, and +ASPP+xFPI indicates both are applied. #+Params indicates number of new parameters other than those in the backbone. We achieve 50% of the improvement of ASPP while introducing only 1/60 additional parameters compared to that of ASPP. With ResNet-50 backbone, we also improve ASPP models when applying FPI on top of ASPP module.
CNN instead of intermediate features of it, and works in a parameter-free manner, the additional parameters come from computing pairwise potential which are inputs to FPI.
Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 2 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we revisited dual-decomposition and derived novel monotone fixed-point updates that is amenable for parallel implementation, with detailed proofs on monotonicity of our update. We also introduced the smoothedmax operator with negative-entropy regularization from [1] into our framework, resulting in a monotone and fullydifferentiable inference method. We also showed that how CNNs and CRFs can be jointly trained under our framework, improving semantic segmentation accuracy on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset over baseline models. Future work includes extending our framework to more datasets and architectures, and tasks such as human-pose-estimation and stereo matching, all of which can be formulated as general CRF inference problems. Another direction of research would be exploring unsupervised/semi-supervised learning by enforcing agreement of sub-problems.
A. Monotone Fixed-Point Algorithm for Dual-Decomposition with Smoothed-Max
Following the notations in the main paper, we start by restating the typical dual-decomposition objective as:
Since x t 's are independent of each other ∀t ∈ T , we can move the max to the right of t∈T :
Now we replace max with smoothed-max defined as in Eq. (25) , we obtain the following new objective:
Formally we define the smoothed-max marginal of state l i at location i on sub-problem t as (C(i) denotes the set of neighbors of node i):
And similar to max-marginal vector µ t i for sub-problem t location i and max-energy µ t for sub-problem t, we define smoothed max-marginal vector ν t i for sub-problem t location i and smoothed-max energy ν t for sub-problem t. Specifically for smoothed-max energy we have:
Eq. (31) is equivalent for any i ∈ V t because of an important conclusion from [1] , that the smoothed-max with negative-entropy regularization (i.e. logsumexp) over the combinatorial space of a tree-structured problem equals to the smoothed-max-energy computed via dynamic programs with smoothed-max operator, this formally translates into:
Now consider fixing the dual variables for all subproblems at all locations except for those at one location k and optimizing only with respect to the vector ψ t k , ∀t ∈ T (k). We now propose and prove a new monotone update rule for Eq. (29) under this circumstance.
Lemma A.1. For a single location k ∈ V , the following coordinate update to ψ t k , ∀t ∈ T (k) is optimal:
Proof. We want to optimize the following linear program with respect to ψ t k (note that ν t k (l k ) is a function of ψ t k (l k ) according to Eq. (30)):
we can get rid of γ log(·) since it's a monotonically increasing function (for positive γ), resulting in:
Let us define λ t k as the change of ψ t k after some update, and optimize over λ t k while fixing ψ t k :
In terms of λ t k (l k ), update rule Eq. (33) is equivalent to the solution:
This solution also makes ν t k (l k ) + λ t k (l k ) = νt k (l k ) + λt k (l k ), ∀l k ∈ L, ∀(t,t) ∈ T (k) × T (k). Thus if applying solution Eq. (37), the equality condition of AM-GM inequality is met, resulting in:
When doing minimization, we can drop the denominator and exponent on the right-hand side, thus the objective becomes:
Since there is no constraint over different pairs in label space (i.e. L × L), it is equivalent to optimize for each unique l k ∈ L independently, each optimization problem is:
Converting Eq. (39) to dual form:
Note that we can put min on the outside because an LP always satisfies KKT condition. Setting derivative of Eq. (40) w.r.t. λ t k (l k ) to zero for any sub-problem t, we have:
Thus one must satisfy ν t k (l k ) + λ t k (l k ) = νt k (l k ) + λt k (l k ), ∀(t,t) ∈ T (k) × T (k) which is exactly what Eq. (37) achieves. Also remember that t∈T (k) λ t k (l k ) = 0 is satisfied when applying Eq. (37), it follows that Eq. (40) = Eq. (39), i.e. duality gap of the LP is 0 and the update rule Eq. (33) is an optimal update for Eq. (29) We now prove the monotone update step for simultaneously updating all locations for dual-decomposition with smoothed-max:
Theorem A.2. The following update to ψ t i , ∀i ∈ V, t ∈ T (i) will not increase the objective Eq. (29):
where |V 0 | = max t∈T |V t | and |V t | denotes the number of vertices sub-problem t.
Proof. We denoteν t as the smoothed-max-energy of subproblem t after we apply update Eq. We can deduct that ν t as defined by Eq. (32) (and consequentlyν t ) is a convex function of ψ t by the following steps:
2. logsumexp function is non-decreasing convex function, and a composition of two non-decreasing convex functions is convex, thus ν t (andν t ) is a convex function of ψ t .
We can then apply Jensen's Inequality to the second term of Eq. (43):
Observe that t∈T (i) ν t i corresponds to objective Eq. (34) before applying update Eq. (33) and t∈T (i)ν t corresponds the same objective after applying update Eq. (33). From Lemma A.1 we know that the update Eq. (33) will not increase the objective Eq. (34), it follows that t∈T (i) (ν t i − ν t ) ≤ 0, which results in Eq. (43) ≤ 0 and thus the update Eq. (42) constitutes a non-increasing step to objective Eq. (29).
B. Implementation Details for Parallel Dynamic Programming
We define dynamic programming (DP) for computing max-marginal or smoothed-max-marginal term, µ t i (l i ) or ν t i (l i ), as follows:
It is obvious that for any leaf nodes k we have C(k) = ∅. In the following we derive algorithms for computing smoothed-max-marginals and their gradients, while maxmarginals and their gradients can be derived in the same fashion.
Without loss of generality, we assume a M × M pixelgrid with stride 1 and stride 2 horizontal/vertical edges (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) and want to compute smoothed-maxmarginals for every label at every location. We have M horizontal chains and M vertical chains of length M , respectively, and also:
1. If M is even: 2M horizontal chains and 2M vertical chains of length M 2 . 2. If M is odd: M horizontal chains and M vertical chains of length M 2 , M horizontal chains and M vertical chains of length M 2 . It is straightforward that computing smoothed-maxmarginals for each chain/sub-problem can be done in parallel. A less straightforward point for parallelism is that for each sub-problem t at a location i, we can compute ν t i (l i ) for each l i ∈ L in parallel, this requires the threads inside sub-problem t to be synchronized at each location before proceeding to the next location. To compute smoothedmax-marginals for all locations and all labels we need to run two passes of DP over each sub-problem. The total time complexity is thus O(M |L|), while the space complexity is O(M |L| 2 ) (|L| 2 for storing soft-max probabilities for later use in backward-pass, if no need to compute gradients then the space complexity becomes O(M |L|)).
For backward-pass, remember the loss function is computed with smoothed-max-marginals of all locations and labels, thus we need to differentiate through all locations and labels. At first glance, this will result in an algorithm of O(M 2 |L|) time complexity (with parallelization over locations and labels at each location) as gradient at one location is affected by gradient from all locations. A better way of doing backward-pass would be starting from root/leaf location, passing gradients to the next location while also adding in the gradients of the next location from loss-layer, and recurse till the leaf/root. We can do two passes of this DP to obtain the final gradients for every location, this results in a O(M |L|) time and O(M |L| 2 ) space algorithm.
Formally, we call DP from root to leaf as forward-DP and denote it with a subscript f , while DP from leaf to root is backward-DP and is denoted with subscript b. In this context, C f (i) indicates the set of previous node(s) of node i in root-leaf direction, while C b (i) indicates the set of previous node(s) of node i in leaf-root direction. The forward and backward passes for smoothed-max-marginals and max-marginals are described as Alg. 2 and Alg. 3, respectively.
